In popout search, humans and monkeys are affected by trialto-trial changes in stimulus features and target location. The neuronal mechanisms underlying such sequential effects have not been examined. Single neurons were recorded in the frontal eye field (FEF) of monkeys performing a popout search during which stimulus features and target position changed unpredictably across trials.
In popout search, humans and monkeys are affected by trialto-trial changes in stimulus features and target location. The neuronal mechanisms underlying such sequential effects have not been examined. Single neurons were recorded in the frontal eye field (FEF) of monkeys performing a popout search during which stimulus features and target position changed unpredictably across trials.
Like previous studies, repetition of stimulus features improved performance. This feature-based facilitation of return was manifested in the target discrimination process in FEF: neurons discriminated the target from distractors earlier and better with repetition of stimulus features, corresponding to improvements in saccade latency and accuracy, respectively.
The neuronal target selection was mediated by both target enhancement and distractor suppression. In contrast to the repetition of features, repetition of target position increased saccade latency. This location-based inhibition of return was reflected in the neuronal discrimination process but not in the baseline activity in FEF.
These results show adjustments of the target selection process in FEF corresponding to and therefore possibly contributing to changes in performance across trials caused by sequential regularities in display properties.
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The selective nature of gaze behavior has been shown elegantly by Yarbus (1967) , among other researchers (for review, see Viviani, 1990; Liversedge and Findlay, 2000) , by recording the eye movements of subjects viewing natural images. The same type of selective visual behavior is also observed in nonhuman primates such as macaque monkeys (Keating and Keating, 1993; Burman and Segraves, 1994; Sheinberg and Logothetis, 2001) . To a large extent, the properties of the stimuli in the image guide behavior, and gaze, like attention, focus on parts of a visual scene that are conspicuous or that are informative with respect to the viewer's goals. For example, items that differ from their neighbors attract gaze. In addition to such bottom-up influences, top-down influences such as knowledge of what to look for affects gaze. Neuronal mechanisms of visual selection based on both bottom-up and top-down factors have been investigated (for review, see Maunsell, 1995; Braun et al., 2001) .
The gaze performance of both humans and monkeys is affected by visual experience Bichot and Schall, 1999a; Dorris et al., 1999; McPeek et al., 1999; McPeek and Keller, 2001 ). An example of such rapid changes in behavior caused by previous experience is the well known priming of popout (Bravo and Nakayama, 1992; Nakayama, 1994, 1996) . This robust effect manifests itself as an improvement of behavioral performance (e.g., shorter reaction time and higher accuracy) with the repetition of target and/or distractor features or of target position over consecutive trials. Furthermore, this effect has been shown consistently to have a short time course of 5-10 trials, or ϳ30 sec. Neuronal mechanisms of such rapid behavioral adjustments during visual search over the course of a few trials have not been investigated.
We have presented behavioral evidence that monkeys exhibit feature-based priming of popout (Bichot and Schall, 1999a) . Here, we report results from single-neuron recordings in the frontal eye field (F EF) of monkeys trained to perform popout visual search tasks during which short-term priming is typically observed. We have previously shown that F EF exhibits the characteristics of a visual salience map in which the behavioral relevance of stimuli is represented (for review, see Bichot, 2001a; ). This conclusion was reached based on neuronal modulation in F EF during both bottom-up ) and top-down (Bichot, 2001b) visual search tasks, and is consistent with the findings of brain imaging and lesion studies of covert attention and overt saccade production in humans (Nobre et al., 1997; Corbetta, 1998; Mesulam, 1999; Donner et al., 2000) . Here, we investigated the neuronal mechanisms underlying changes of performance during popout visual search caused by the repetition of stimulus features and target position. Also, based on measures of neuronal modulation, we evaluated the relative contribution of target representation enhancement and distractor representation suppression to the priming of popout.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and physiolog ical procedures. Data were collected from one
Macaca mulatta and one Macaca radiata, weighing 9 and 7 kg, respectively. The animals were cared for in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the C are and Use of Laboratory Animals and the guidelines of the Vanderbilt Animal C are Committee. The surgical procedures for the subconjunctival implantation of a scleral search coil, for the attachment of a stainless steel post to the skull to restrain the head during testing, and for the craniotomy and the placement of a recording chamber over F EF, have been described previously (Schall et al., 1995b; Thompson et al., 1996) . All surgical procedures were performed with the use of sterile techniques.
Behavioral procedure. The experiments were under the control of two personal computers using software developed by Reflective Computing (St. L ouis, MO), which presented the stimuli, recorded action potentials and eye movements sampled at 1 kHz and 250 Hz, respectively, and delivered the juice reward. Monkeys were seated in an enclosed chair within a magnetic field to monitor eye position with a scleral search coil. Stimuli were presented on a video monitor (70 Hz non-interlace, 800 ϫ 600 resolution) viewed binocularly at a distance of 57 cm in a dark room. The background was uniform dark gray [Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CI E) x ϭ 205, y ϭ 234; luminance, 0.1 cd /m 2 ], and the fixation spot was a white (30 cd /m 2 ) square. For monkey F, the stimuli were either red (CI E, x ϭ 623, y ϭ 339) or green (CI E, x ϭ 277, y ϭ 611) filled squares matched for luminance (5.8 cd /m 2 ). For monkey C, the stimuli were either red (CI E, x ϭ 621, y ϭ 345) or green (CI E, x ϭ 279, y ϭ 615) matched for luminance (2.3 cd /m 2 ), and could be either crosses or outline circles.
Each experimental session started with a block of ϳ150 detection trials that were used to map the response field of neurons. Each detection trial began with the presentation of a central fixation point. After an interval of fixation (ϳ500 msec), the target stimulus was presented, and monkeys were rewarded for making a single saccade to it.
For monkey F, the procedure for popout search trials ( Fig. 1 A) was essentially the same as for the detection trials except that the target was presented among three distractors that differed from it in color (i.e., red target among green distractors or green target among red distractors). The stimuli, spaced evenly on the circumference of an imaginary circle around the central fixation point, were placed such that one stimulus always fell in the center of the receptive field of the neuron. The color of the target and distractors switched across trials with a probability of 50 or 33%, or in blocks of 10 trials; the three different switch probabilities were pseudorandomly intermixed within each recording session. The monkey was rewarded for making a single saccade to the target and maintaining gaze at its position for 500 msec. If the monkey broke fixation before stimulus presentation, made a saccade to a location other than the target, made a saccade to the target but failed to fixate it for the prescribed period, or did not initiate a saccade within 2 sec of target presentation, the trial was immediately aborted, and the monkeys failed to receive the liquid reward. All stimuli were removed from the screen ϳ40 msec after a trial was aborted. This undermined an analysis of subsequent saccades but encouraged monkeys to find the target on the first saccade.
For monkey C, the procedure for popout search trials (Fig. 1 B) was different than for monkey F in that the properties of the target remained the same within a daily session. This was necessary because data from conjunction search was also being collected from this monkey, which required the target to remain constant within a session (Bichot and Schall, 1999a,b) . For this monkey, the priming effect was generated by changing the dimension of the popout search in blocks of 10 trials from a color search (i.e., distractors were of the same shape as the target but their color was different) to a shape search (i.e., distractors were of the same color as the target but their shape was different). The target was presented among three or five distractors. The stimuli were again spaced evenly on the circumference of an imaginary circle around fixation and were placed such that one stimulus always fell in the center of the receptive field of a neuron.
On average, monkeys ran ϳ800 popout search trials while recordings were made from each neuron. E xample sequences of popout search trials for monkeys F and C are shown in Figure 1 , A and B, respectively. In both these sequences, the second trial represents the first trial after a feature switch, and the next trial represents the second trial after the feature switch; the last trial of the sequence in Figure 1 A represents another first trial after a feature switch, and the last trial of the sequence in Figure 1 B represents the third trial after the feature switch. Also, in both these sequences the second and third trials represent first trials after a target position change, and the last trial represents the second trial after a target position change (i.e., the target remained in the same position for one trial).
Anal ysis of the time course and magnitude of neuronal discrimination. We used a method adapted from signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966) to determine when and to what degree the activity of neurons discriminated the target from distractors. This method was previously described in Thompson et al. (1996) . Briefly, we first generated the spike density f unction for each correct trial by convolving action potentials with a f unction that resembled a postsynaptic potential. Spikes occurring after saccade initiation were not included in the calculation of the spike density f unctions. We then compared, for each neuron separately, the distribution of discharge rates during trials when the target fell in its response field to the distribution of discharge rates during trials when a distractor fell in its response field. The comparison was conducted in nonoverlapping 5 msec bins starting at the time of search array presentation. The separation of the two distributions of activity at each time interval was quantified by calculating receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (Green and Swets, 1966; Macmillan and Creelman, 1991 ) (see also Bradley et al., 1987; Britten et al., 1992) . Points on the ROC curve were generated by plotting the fraction of trials when the target was in the response field with activity greater than a criterion as a f unction of the fraction of trials when a distractor was in the response field with activity greater than that criterion. The entire ROC curve was generated by incrementing the criterion from zero to the maximum discharge rate observed on a single trial in steps of 2 spikes/sec. The area under the ROC curve represents a quantitative measure of the separation of the two distributions of activity. An area under the ROC curve value of 0.5 signifies that the two distributions being compared are completely overlapping (i.e., indistinguishable), whereas a minimum value of 0.0 or a maximum value of 1.0 signif y that the two distributions do not overlap at all (i.e., perfectly distinguishable). Thus, the neuronal discrimination process was quantified by plotting the area under the ROC curve as a f unction of time. Finally, to describe the growth in the area under the ROC curve over time, the data were fit with a cumulative Weibull f unction:
where t is time from stimulus presentation, ␥ and ␦ are the maximum and minimum asymptotic levels of discrimination, respectively, ␣ is the time at which the curve reaches 64% of its f ull growth, and ␤ is the slope. To compare the time course and magnitude of neuronal discrimination to the behavioral effect of changing stimulus features or changing the target position, we conducted the above analysis as a f unction of the trial number after a feature or target position change. The magnitude of the neuronal discrimination for each condition was represented by the maximum asymptotic level reached by the area under the ROC curve (i.e., the ␥ parameter of the cumulative Weibull fit). Potential changes in baseline neuronal discrimination were investigated using the minimum asymptotic level of the area under the ROC curve after stimulus presentation and before the discrimination process took place (i.e., the ␦ parameter of the cumulative Weibull fit). The time of target discrimination was determined as the time when the fitted area under ROC curve values reached a threshold level. Because the maximum, and to some extent the minimum, asymptotic level varied across conditions, we determined the threshold level separately for each neuron. The threshold level for each neuron was computed as the midpoint between the largest of the minimum asymptotic levels (i.e., the ␦ parameter of the cumulative Weibull fit) across conditions and the smallest of the maximum asymptotic levels (i.e., the ␥ parameter of the cumulative Weibull fit) across conditions. This allowed us to compute the time of target discrimination while neuronal selection was in its transition state during all conditions.
RESULTS
We recorded from 78 neurons in 73 sessions while monkeys performed a popout search. Of these neurons, 59 had activity that modulated during the task and provided enough data for both the analysis of the effect of target and/or distractor feature change and the analysis of the effect of target position change. Forty-one of the neurons included in the analyses came from monkey F, and 18 came from monkey C. Behavioral observations were limited to trials during which these neurons were recorded to allow for a direct comparison between behavior and neuronal modulation.
Feature-based facilitation of return
The effect of changing the target and/or distractor features on behavioral performance is shown in Figure 2 for the two monkeys combined. As the number of trials with the same stimulus features increased, performance improved in that saccade latency during correct trials decreased (Fig. 2 A) (Page test for ordered alternatives, z L ϭ 13.8, p Ͻ 0.0001) and accuracy increased ( Fig.  2 B) (z L ϭ 13.2; p Ͻ 0.0001) significantly. Clearly, the largest combined effect was observed on the first trial after the feature change, with an average difference of 32.8 msec in saccade latency and 13.4% in accuracy compared to the second trial after the change. Furthermore, the benefit obtained from the repetition of the target and distractor features appeared to asymptote after approximately five trials. Thus, the data for trials starting from the fifth after the feature change were combined with a resulting average trial separation from the feature change of 7.4 across the data set. For these trials, the average median saccade latency across all the sessions was 211.9 msec, and the average accuracy was 91.0%, an improvement of ϳ55 msec in saccade latency and 25% in accuracy compared with the first trial after the change. However, note that accuracy on the first trial after the change was still considerably better than chance (in fact, it was never below chance during any session) (see Fig. 5A ).
The observations above held true for both monkeys, and the effect of feature changes during popout search was significant for each monkey considered separately (monkey F, saccade latency: z L ϭ 11.9, p Ͻ 0.0001; accuracy: z L ϭ 11.5, p Ͻ 0.0001; monkey C, saccade latency, z L ϭ 7.1, p Ͻ 0.0001; accuracy: z L ϭ 6.7, p Ͻ 0.0001). Although the overall effect of feature change on saccade latency and accuracy was somewhat smaller for monkey C, the data from the two monkeys were combined for most of the analyses because there were no qualitative differences in the conclusions reached from each data set separately.
The activity of one FEF visuomovement neuron during this task is shown in Figure 3 . On the first trial after the feature change, this neuron responded with a latency of ϳ55 msec after the appearance of the search array (Fig. 3A) . This neuron initially did not discriminate the target from distractors in its response field, but its activity evolved to signal the location of the oddball target before saccades were generated. We quantified the time course and magnitude of the discrimination process using a method adapted from signal detection theory (see Materials and Methods). The result of this analysis is shown in the rightmost column of Figure 3 . Initially after the search array presentation, values of the area under the ROC curve remained around 0.5, which reflects the inability of the neuron to distinguish target from distractors. However, at ϳ200 msec after search array presentation, the values increased sharply and then asymptoted reflecting the transition of the neuron to a state in which the target location has been identified. From the cumulative Weibull function fit, the time of target discrimination was determined to be 217 msec, and the asymptotic maximum level of discrimination was determined to be 0.72. During recordings from this neuron, the median saccade latency on the first trial after the feature change was 301 msec, and the accuracy was 61.5%.
In trials increasingly removed from the feature change ( Fig.  3B -E), both the time course and magnitude of the target selection exhibited by this neuron changed in parallel with the changes in the monkey's performance. Although the latency of the initial response of the neuron did not change, and the initial response was still not selective, target discrimination occurred increasingly earlier, and the asymptotic level of discrimination was higher. From the second to the fifth trial after the feature change, the time of target discrimination was 131, 125, 117, and 120 msec, respectively. The median saccade latency for these conditions was 244, 221, 220, and 218 msec, respectively. Thus, changes in the time of target discrimination for this neuron predicted changes in the median saccade latency caused by the feature change. Similarly, the asymptotic discrimination level was 0.76, 0.80, 0.88, and 0.89, respectively, corresponding to the increasing accuracy.
To determine how well the dynamics of the selection process in FEF predicted changes in saccade latencies caused by the feature change, for each neuron we computed the total least-squares The average of median saccade latency ( A) and of accuracy ( B) across recording sessions is plotted as a function of trial number relative to the change of stimulus features. Data from five or more trials after the change were combined and are represented by the last point in each plot. The average relative separation of these trials with respect to the feature change was 7.4. Note that accuracy always exceeded chance probability of choosing correctly the target, which was 25% for a display with four items. Figure 3 . Effect of feature change during popout search on the activity of one FEF visuomovement neuron. Activity is shown as a function of trial number after the feature change laid out in rows (A-E). Thus, each row represents an increasing relative trial position with respect to the feature change, with the first row ( A) representing activity during the first trial after the change, and the last row ( E) representing activity during the fifth trial after the change. Trials after the fifth following the change were not included for illustration purposes. The first and second columns show raster plots of the activity of the neuron when the target or a distractor of the search array was in its response field (RF ), respectively. In these plots, each dot represents the time at which an action potential was recorded, each line of rasters represents the activity on one trial, and the horizontal line in each raster indicates the time of saccade initiation. Rasters are aligned on the time of search array presentation at time 0 (vertical dashed lines) and are sorted by increasing saccade latency. Superimposed on each raster plot is the average spike density function plotted up to the mean saccade latency; the ordinate scale represents the discharge rate. Only correct trials and spikes that occurred before saccade initiation were used in the computation of the spike density functions and all subsequent analyses. The spike density function of the neuron when the target (black) and distractors ( gray) of the search array fell in its receptive field are superimposed in the third column. The rightmost column shows the result of the ROC analysis comparing the distribution of discharge rates during trials when the target fell in the response field of the neuron to the distribution of discharge rates when distractors fell in its response field. In each plot, the vertical dotted line with an arrow pointing toward the abscissa marks the time of target discrimination, which was calculated based on a common threshold used across all trial repetition conditions (see Materials and Methods). The top right corner of each plot shows the percentage of trials the monkey performed correctly for that condition while the neuron was recorded; the arrowhead above the abscissa marks the median saccade latency for that condition.
regression between the measured time of target discrimination and the median saccade latency across the five trial repetition conditions with respect to the feature change described in Figure  2 . We then converted the slope of the regression to an angular value. Thus, an angle of 45°(slope of 1) signifies a one-to-one relationship between the change in the time of neuronal target discrimination and the change in median saccade latency. On the other hand, a slope of 90°(infinite slope) signifies that the change in the time of neuronal target discrimination cannot predict the change in median saccade latency. For the neuron in Figure 3 , the angle of the total least-squares regression between these two measures was 40.0°.
We applied this regression analysis to all 59 neurons; the resulting total least-squares regression lines are shown in Figure  4 A. The distribution of the angles of these lines is shown in Figure 4 B. For the majority of neurons, the change in time of target discrimination predicted well the change in median saccade latency (i.e., slopes of ϳ45°). Also, there was no evidence of bimodality in the distribution of the slopes. Using circular statistics (Batschelet, 1981) , the average slope was determined to be 44.2°. A V-test was performed on the angular data to determine whether the observed angular slopes clustered around the criterion slopes of 45°(i.e., perfect predictability) and 90°(i.e., no predictability). The angles of the lines were significantly clustered around 45°(V(45°) 58 ; u ϭ 8.7; p Ͻ 0.0001), but not around 90°( V(90°) 58 ; u ϭ 0.3). Thus, the observed angles deviate significantly from randomness and reveal a strong relationship between the time of neuronal target discrimination and median saccade latency across stimulus feature repetition. On average across all trial conditions, the time of neuronal target discrimination preceded the median saccade latency by ϳ82 msec.
We also calculated the total least-squares regression analysis comparing the maximum neuronal discrimination level achieved with the accuracy performed (Fig. 5) across the same five feature repetition conditions. However, before computing the regression, the maximum asymptotic discrimination indices (i.e., area under ROC curve values) were adjusted for the number of stimuli in the displays. An ROC analysis is typically conducted for twoalternative forced-choice experiments, and the area under the unbiased ROC curve equals accuracy (e.g., an area under the ROC curve value of 0.5 signifies a 50% correct choice percentage). However, our displays typically presented four choices, so the values of area under the ROC curve we obtained in the neuron-antineuron analysis assuming a two-alternative forcedchoice design no longer relate directly to the observed accuracy with more than two choices. Thus, we converted the area under the ROC curve values to their equivalent for the actual number of choices in the display using the conversion table provided by Hacker and Ratcliff (1979) and the algebraic approximations to the tabled values by Smith (1982) (see also Macmillan and Creelman, 1991) .
For the neuron in Figure 3 , the angle of the total least-squares regression between the adjusted asymptotic area under the ROC curve and behavioral accuracy was 40.2°. Across the population, the mean angular slope of the regression lines was 46.8°, and there was no evidence of bimodality in the distribution of the slopes. The angles of the lines were significantly clustered around 45°( V-test, V(45°) 58 ; u ϭ 9.3; p Ͻ 0.0001), but not around 90°F igure 4. Summary of the relationship between the effect of changing stimulus features on the time course of neuronal discrimination and on saccade latency. For each neuron, we plotted the median saccade latency for each of the five groups of trials described in Figure 2 as a function of the time of neuronal target discrimination for that group of trials (see Materials and Methods). We then determined the total least-squares best-fit line across those five data points. The resulting line for each neuron is plotted in the left panel ( A) . The right panel ( B) shows the distribution of the angular slope of the best-fit lines. The mean and 95% confidence interval are shown. The strong tendency was a one-to-one relationship. Figure 5 . Summary of the relationship between the effect of changing stimulus features on the maximal level of neuronal discrimination and on accuracy. For each neuron, we plotted the percentage of correct trials for each of the five groups of trials described in Figure 2 as a function of the maximal asymptotic level of neuronal target discrimination reached for that group of trials (see Materials and Methods). We then determined the total least-squares best-fit line across those five data points. (V(90°) 58 ; u ϭ 0.6). Thus, changes in levels of neuronal discrimination predicted changes in accuracy caused by feature repetition. However, absolute neuronal performance at the singleneuron level was not sufficient to account for behavioral accuracy. The average adjusted maximum neuronal discrimination index across the five trial conditions was 0.59, significantly underestimating the observed probability of correct responses of 0.82 (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 294 ϭ 14.7; p Ͻ 0.0001). Bichot et al. (2001) showed that combining the activity of Ͻ10 neurons can account for accuracy during visual search tasks.
We also investigated the possibility that differential activity before array presentation changed as target and distractor features repeated. We found that this was not the case: the mean, nonadjusted baseline discrimination level (see Materials and Methods) of 0.49 did not vary with trial position relative to the feature change (Friedman test; F r ϭ 1.7; df ϭ 4; p Ͼ 0.05).
Finally, we investigated whether the behavioral improvements observed with repetition of the target and distractor features were mediated by target enhancement or distractor suppression. For each neuron, we measured average target-related and distractorrelated activation when the discrimination process was for the most part completed, or in other words, from the end of the transition period in the discrimination process to the mean saccade latency. The beginning and end of the transition period were estimated from the rate of change of the Weibull function used to fit the area under the ROC curve values as a function of time from search array presentation (Fig. 3A-E, rightmost column) . Across all neurons, the end of the transition occurred on average 53 msec before the mean saccade latency and did not depend on the trial position relative to the feature change (Friedman test; F r ϭ 3.9; df ϭ 4; p Ͼ 0.05). We concentrated our analysis on two trial conditions: the first two trials after the feature change when accuracy was relatively impaired (i.e., early trials), and the fourth or later trials when the effect of the feature change was greatly diminished (i.e., late trials).
When neuronal discrimination is in its steady-state, a target enhancement mechanism predicts that as accuracy increases, the difference between target and distractor activation increases because of an increase in target activation and no significant change in distractor activation. On the other hand, a distractor suppression mechanism predicts that the difference between target, and distractor activation increases because of a relative decrease in distractor activation and no significant change in target activation. However, because the nature of the feature changes for the two monkeys was different, one may suppose that although both mechanisms contributed to the search when target and distractor colors were switched (i.e., task ran by monkey F), only target enhancement played a role when the target remained constant and only distractor features changed (i.e., task ran by monkey C) (Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994) .
Indeed, we found that both mechanisms contributed to finding the target in the popout search task we implemented for monkey F. Across all neurons recorded from this monkey, the mean target activation of 71.2 spikes/sec measured in the late trials was significantly greater than the mean target activation of 65.9 spikes/ sec in the early trials (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 40 ϭ 2.7; p Ͻ 0.01), and the mean distractor activation of 36.5 spikes/sec in the late trials was significantly less than the mean distractor activation of 40.1 spikes/sec in the early trials (z 40 ϭ 2.8; p Ͻ 0.01). Furthermore, there was no overall difference in the magnitude of the target enhancement and distractor suppression effects (z 40 ϭ 0.5), reflecting equal contributions of these two mechanisms to the search process. We found that both mechanisms also contributed to finding the target in the popout search task we implemented for monkey C. Across all neurons recorded from this monkey, the mean target activation of 71.0 spikes/sec over the late trials was significantly greater than the mean target activation of 63.7 spikes/sec over the early trials (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 17 ϭ 2.1; p Ͻ 0.05), and the mean distractor activation of 31.4 spikes/ sec over the late trials was significantly less than the mean distractor activation of 37.9 spikes/sec over the early trials (z 17 ϭ 3.2; p ϭ 0.001). Furthermore, again there was no difference in the magnitude of the target enhancement and distractor suppression effects (z 17 ϭ 0.2).
The target enhancement and distractor suppression we observed across both monkeys is summarized in Figure 6 . We investigated whether the magnitude of these effects was different between the two monkeys. To make such a comparison, we normalized the firing rates for each neuron by the average firing rate obtained for that neuron across both measured target activations and both measured distractor activations. We found that neither target enhancement (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test; z 58 ϭ 0.4; p Ͼ 0.05) nor distractor suppression (z 58 ϭ 1.6; p Ͼ 0.05) differed significantly between the two monkeys.
Location-based inhibition of return
The effect of target position repetition is shown in Figure 7 . Unlike the repetition of features, repetition of the target position over consecutive trials increased saccade latencies significantly (Fig. 7A ) (Page test for ordered alternatives, z L ϭ 5.8; p Ͻ 0.0001) and did not affect accuracy (Fig. 7B ) (z L ϭ 1.1; p Ͼ 0.05). Unfortunately, we could not determine the full time course of this effect as there were not enough trials to evaluate accurately behavioral performance for conditions in which the target remained in the same position for more than two trials. Furthermore, the number of trials during which the target remained at the same position for two trials (last point in the plots of Fig. 7) was not sufficient to conduct a reliable analysis of target discrimination for many neurons. Thus, we combined trials in which the target remained in the same position for one or two trials (last two points in the plots of Fig. 7) .
The average median saccade latency of 218.1 msec on trials in Figure 6 . Target enhancement and distractor suppression during feature priming. Average neuronal activity was computed when neurons were in a steady state of discrimination. Average activation in response to the target in the response field (RF ) of a neuron and to distractors in the response field of a neuron is shown during the first two trials after the feature change (white bars) and during the fourth and later trials after the feature change (black bars).
which the target position changed relative to the previous trial was significantly less than the average median saccade latency of 235.2 msec on all trials in which the target position remained the same relative to the previous trial (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 58 ϭ 6.4; p Ͻ 0.0001). However, accuracy was not significantly affected by the repetition of target position across trials (z 58 ϭ 0.5). These observations were true for both monkeys (monkey F, saccade latency: z 40 ϭ 5.5, p Ͻ 0.0001; accuracy: z 40 ϭ 0.2, p Ͼ 0.05; monkey C, saccade latency: z 17 ϭ 2.9, p Ͻ 0.01; accuracy: z 17 ϭ 1.4, p Ͼ 0.05). We combined the data from the two monkeys for the subsequent analyses. The effect of target position repetition on the activity of an FEF neuron is shown in Figure 8 . This is the same neuron depicted in Figure 3 . The analysis of the time course of the discrimination process exhibited by this neuron showed that discrimination occurred 28 msec earlier on trials in which target position changed relative to the previous trial (Fig. 8 A) compared with trials in which target position remained the same across trials (Fig. 8 B) . For comparison, during recordings from this neuron, the mean saccade latency increased 52 msec across the same trial conditions.
To investigate whether changes in the dynamics of the selection process in FEF caused by the repetition of the target position predicted changes in saccade latencies, we plotted for each neuron the median saccade latency as a function of the measured time of target discrimination for the two trial conditions of Figure  8 . The line segments formed by these two points for each neuron are plotted in Figure 9A . For the neuron in Figure 8 , the angle of this line was of 61.7°. The distribution of the angles of these lines is shown in Figure 9B . The average angle was 44.9°, and the angles of the lines were significantly clustered around 45°(V-test; V(45°) 58 ; u ϭ 6.9, p Ͻ 0.0001), but not around 90°(V(90°) 58 ; u ϭ 0.1). Thus, the results show a strong relationship between changes in the time of neuronal target discrimination and changes in median saccade latency with target position repetition. On average, the time of neuronal target discrimination preceded the median saccade latency by ϳ79 msec.
During recordings from a number of the neurons, changes in median saccade latencies related to the repetition of target position were not very large (i.e., small line segments in Fig. 9) , potentially compromising the reliability of the slope angle measurements for those neurons. We analyzed the relationship between the time of target discrimination and median saccade latency separately for neurons that were recorded when the difference in median saccade latency between the two conditions was at least 15 msec (26 neurons) and for neurons that were recorded when the difference in median saccade latency was Ͻ15 msec (33 neurons). The angles of the lines for both groups of neurons were still significantly clustered around 45°(V(45°) 25 ; u ϭ 5.9; p Ͻ 0.0001; V(45°) 32 ; u ϭ 4.0; p Ͻ 0.0001, respectively), although as expected, the dispersion of slopes was greater for neurons that were recorded when the difference in median saccade latency was Ͻ15 msec.
Furthermore, consistent with a lack of an effect of target position repetition across trials on accuracy, the maximum asymptotic level of discrimination was also not affected by whether the target position changed or remained the same across consecutive trials (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 58 Ͻ 0.1). The lack of a change in the asymptotic level of discrimination prevented the assessment of the contribution of target enhancement and distractor suppression to location-based inhibition of return.
We also investigated the possibility that the baseline discrimi- The right column of plots shows the result of the ROC analysis comparing the distribution of discharge rates during trials when the target fell in the response field of the neuron to the distribution of discharge rates when distractors fell in its response field. Conventions as in Figure 3. nation ability of the neurons was changed as target position remained the same across consecutive trials. As with the feature change effect, we found that this was not the case: the mean, nonadjusted baseline discrimination level of 0.50 was not affected by target position repetition across trials (Wilcoxon signed ranks test; z 58 ϭ 0.7).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the neuronal correlates of rapid changes in behavior caused by short-term priming during a popout search task. We found that monkeys were affected by both changes in stimulus features and changes in target position, although the latter effect was weaker. The repetition of target and distractor features over trials significantly shortened reaction time and improved accuracy. In contrast to the facilitation of return effect with feature repetition, we found that the repetition of target position led to an inhibition of return, whereby reaction time was elevated when the target position repeated across consecutive trials. We found that the properties of the neuronal selection signals in FEF could explain changes in behavior due to both the featurebased facilitation of return and the location-based inhibition of return. This study is, to our knowledge, the first to describe neuronal correlates of short-term feature-based positive perceptual priming and location-based negative priming during popout search. We also found that neuronal discrimination before array presentation was not affected by either feature or target position changes across trials, unlike the changes found by Luck et al. (1997) in early visual areas using a spatial cueing paradigm. Furthermore, we found that even though changes in neuronal discrimination levels predicted well changes in behavioral accuracy, their absolute values significantly underestimated accuracy.
Finally, this study also enabled us to test physiologically the relative contributions of target enhancement and distractor suppression to the search process, mechanisms that until now have only been probed indirectly using behavioral measures. We found both mechanisms contributed to similar extents to finding the target in our popout search tasks.
Relationship to previous behavioral studies of visual selection and priming
The beneficial effect of target and distractor feature constancy during popout search has been documented in humans in tasks that involve shifts of attention (Bravo and Nakayama, 1992; Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994) and tasks that involve eye movements (McPeek et al., 1999) . This short-term feature priming effect has also recently been demonstrated in macaque monkeys (Bichot and Schall, 1999a; McPeek and Keller, 2001) .
The effect on performance of target position repetition across trials appears to be much less consistent from study to study. For example, unlike in our study, Maljkovic and Nakayama (1996) showed priming for target position in human subjects performing a popout search task, similar to the priming for stimulus features (Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994) . Facilitation occurred when the target position was repeated across consecutive trials, and inhibition occurred when the target fell on a position previously occupied by a distractor. The inhibition when the target falls on a position previously occupied by a distractor, sometimes also referred to as "negative priming", has been observed in many studies (Tipper et al., 1990) . Avoiding design imbalances in some previous studies, Christie and Klein (2001) replicated the negative effect on performance when the target occupies a distractor position from the previous trial. However, they also found a cost when the target position was repeated, concluding that a more general inhibition of return mechanism was operating, whereby inhibition is applied to any location that contained a stimulus, whether that stimulus was attended or ignored. However, their findings cannot be related directly to ours because the comparisons in their study were with control trials in which the target could appear at a previously unoccupied location.
More relevant to our study are experiments by Tanaka and Shimojo (1996, 2000) that, using both single stimulus and color popout search displays, showed different effects of target location repetition, depending on the response required from subjects (see also Dorris et al., 1999) . When the task involved spatial orienting (i.e., presence/absence judgment or location judgment), repetition of target location led to an increase in response time, but when the task required the discrimination of a target feature (e.g., color or shape), repetition of target location led instead to a reduction in response time. These results may explain the apparent discrepancy between the negative location repetition effect we found here and the positive effect found by Maljkovic and Nakayama (1996) . In the experiments of Maljkovic and Nakayama (1996) , subjects were required to respond to a feature of the color popout target, consistent with the facilitation effect found by Tanaka and Shimojo (1996, 2000) in feature discrimination tasks. On the other hand, in our experiment, monkeys responded by making a saccade to the oddball item, consistent with the inhibition found by Tanaka and Shimojo (1996, 2000) in spatialorienting tasks. Thus, it appears that the behavior of our monkeys Figure 9 . Summary of the relationship between the effect of repeating the target location on the time course of neuronal discrimination and on saccade latency. For each neuron, we plotted the median saccade latency for each of the two groups of trials described in Figure 8 as a function of the time of neuronal target discrimination for that group of trials. The line connecting these two points is plotted for each neuron in the left panel ( A) . The right panel ( B) shows the distribution of the angular slope of these lines. The mean and 95% confidence interval are shown.
is similar to that of humans in response to both feature repetition and location repetition during popout search.
An important question in studies of visual search has been whether the selection of the target stimulus is mediated by an enhancement of the target representation or a suppression of distractor representations. Much of the research in visuospatial attention has been driven by the spotlight metaphor (Posner et al., 1980) , usually with the implicit or explicit assumption that attention operates by facilitating processing in a selected region of the visual field (for review, see Cave and Bichot, 1999) . In contrast, using a spatial probe technique, Cepeda et al. (1998) concluded that selection during a color popout search was mediated by the suppression of distractor information, consistent with the attentional modulation observed in the activity of cortical neurons (for review, see Desimone and Duncan, 1995) . Maljkovic and Nakayama (1996) also addressed this question in relation to the feature priming effect they observed. They tested for target enhancement by keeping the target color constant and changing the distractor color across trials, and they tested for distractor suppression by keeping the distractor color constant and changing the target color across trials. They found that priming occurred in both tasks, but that target color repetition resulted in larger benefits, suggesting a greater contribution of target facilitation. Here, we tested directly the contribution of these two mechanisms to the priming of popout using measures of neuronal modulation. We found that both target enhancement and distractor suppression contributed to the effect, but we did not find a significant difference in the magnitude of their respective contributions. Moreover, in the task where the target remained constant and only distractor features changed (i.e., monkey C), we again found that both mechanisms contributed equally to the priming effect, raising doubts about the necessity of the assumptions made by Maljkovic and Nakayama (1996) in their experimental design to probe each mechanism in isolation.
Relationship to previous physiological studies of visual selection in FEF and other areas
We have shown previously that experience can affect both the behavior of monkeys and neuronal modulation in FEF during a popout search . Monkeys trained with both complements of a color popout search display (i.e., red target among green distractors and vice versa) generalized to a strategy of looking for the oddball stimulus, whereas monkeys trained exclusively with one complement adopted a strategy of ignoring stimuli with the distractor color, even when the same color defined the target in the complementary search array presented occasionally. Approximately half of the neurons in the monkeys trained exclusively with one color combination showed an unprecedented selectivity in their initial response.
The feature perceptual priming we describe here differs from the effects in that study in several ways. First, although the control monkeys in our earlier study were trained with both complements of the color search array, they performed search with each of the complementary arrays in long blocks that sometimes spanned an entire session. Thus, their behavior would have been similar to trials in our current study during which behavior was stable. Thus, the effect we observed in the experimental monkeys in our earlier study appears to be caused by a long-term effect of experiencing a particular color combination. Second, in our previous study we had used display sizes of eight stimuli, and the perceptual priming effect reduces with increasing display size (Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994; McPeek et al., 1999) . Consistent with an interpretation that the earlier effect we observed was not caused by short-term perceptual priming, there was no significant difference in reaction time between control and experimental monkeys in contrast to the strong effect we observed here. Finally, whereas the effect of experience on neuronal modulation in our earlier study was mediated by an inhibition of distractor information, in our current study we found that both target enhancement and distractor inhibition mediated the feature priming effect. Using a conjunction search task, we had also shown previously that activity in FEF can predict an aspect of the history of target features that was reflected in the monkeys' behavior (Bichot and Schall, 1999b) . This effect, which we had termed long-term priming, revealed itself as a tendency of monkeys to make saccades to a distractor that was the target during the previous session. However, the time course and nature of this effect was different than the short-term perceptual priming we investigated here. In that study, monkeys searched for one color and shape combination in any given session, and the combination was only changed across sessions. Thus, this effect revealed itself across sessions that were at least 1 d apart, and persisted throughout the session. In contrast, the effect of changing stimulus features in the popout search display is of much shorter duration, affecting behavior for typically Ͻ10 trials.
Other studies have also investigated the relationship between behavioral performance and neuronal activity. Among these, studies by Kim and Shadlen (1999) and Shadlen and Newsome (2001) have been conceptually the most directly comparable to ours. They have shown that neurons in the lateral intraparietal area and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex predicted monkeys' judgment on a motion discrimination task and that the timing and magnitude of neuronal responses was affected by the strength of the motion signal to be discriminated. However, like our previous studies of visual selection in FEF (Bichot and Schall, 1999b; Bichot et al., 2001) , these studies were concerned about decisions made on the basis of stimulus properties on a given trial, rather than stimulus properties relative to previous trials.
A few studies have examined changes in neuronal modulation as a function of the evolution of behavior within an experimental session (Mitz et al., 1991; Chen and Wise, 1995; Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Nakamura et al., 1998) . However, these studies have usually been concerned with changes after training and acquisition of conditional associations or target sequences. In contrast, in our study monkeys had extensive experience with all the displays used during recordings and the oculomotor association remained constant (i.e., saccade to the oddball stimulus). Thus, behavioral and neuronal modulation in our study were not related to learning but rather to visuomotor experience across trials. A recent study by Dorris et al. (1999) has also investigated neuronal modulation in relation to behavioral changes caused by motor experience within the span of several trials. Monkeys performed a gap saccade paradigm, and the latency of their saccades to the peripheral stimulus decreased as its position was repeated over consecutive trials. Dorris et al. (2000) found concomitant changes in the preparatory activity of superior colliculus neurons in advance of the presentation of the peripheral stimulus. In contrast, in our study using a popout visual search task, we found no baseline changes in neuronal discrimination even after target position repetition, but rather found changes in the pattern of neuronal discrimination after stimulus presentation. Potential differences in the behavioral strategy adopted by monkeys as a consequence of differences in experimental paradigms may be the cause of the discrepancy between the findings of these studies.
We also found that the absolute discrimination performance of individual neurons did not account for the observed accuracy of monkeys. This finding is consistent with the widely held and commonsense view that selection is accomplished by populations rather than individual neurons. Numerous studies, spanning many areas of the brain, have shown that behavior is accounted for by the pooled activity of populations of neurons (Tolhurst et al., 1983; Bradley et al., 1987; Optican and Richmond, 1987; Shadlen et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1998; Takemura et al., 2001) . Most directly relevant to our observation here is our recent investigation of neuronal reliability in FEF during visual search experiments . Across a variety of search tasks leading to a wide range of search efficiency, we found that the probability of correct responses was approximated when the activity of at least six neurons was combined.
Neuronal sources of repetition priming
We observed clear correlates of feature repetition priming in FEF, most likely as a result of its extensive network of inputs from both dorsal and ventral stream areas (Schall et al., 1995a; Jouve et al., 1998) , as well as prefrontal cortex (Huerta et al., 1987; Stanton et al., 1993) . However, because FEF neurons are not typically selective for visual attributes such as color (Mohler et al., 1973) , the question remains as to what is the source of the modulation we observed. Several lines of evidence support the view that the feature priming effect originates in the neural networks of the ventral stream, consistent with the fact that neurons in this stream are highly selective for visual features, from basic features such as color and orientation to complex ones (for review, see Desimone et al., 1985; Tanaka, 1996) .
The hypothesis that feature priming takes place in areas of the ventral stream is supported by a recent physiological recording study in monkeys showing that behavioral relevance of a stimulus established through training modifies the neuronal representation of that stimulus in inferotemporal cortex (Jagadeesh et al., 2001 ). More direct evidence comes from Walsh et al. (2000) , who investigated the effects of lesions of areas V4 and TEO on feature priming. They found that although monkeys with lesions are unimpaired on a simple color popout task, the priming observed in control monkeys was diminished by lesions of TEO and abolished by lesions of V4. A preliminary report by Rossi et al. (2001) further suggests that priming is generated within local circuits of the temporal cortex without top-down feedback influence from the prefrontal cortex, a region generally considered to play an important role in working memory and cognitive control (for review, see Desimone, 1996; Fuster, 2000; Duncan, 2001; Miller and Cohen, 2001 ). The apparent lack of cognitive control in behavioral manifestations of priming and the automatic nature of this phenomenon (Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994; Goolsby and Suzuki, 2001 ) are consistent with this hypothesis.
